OUTLINE OF TALK ON PANAFRICANISM

1. GENERAL THEME IN BLACK HISTORY: Part of Radical Black Intellectual Tradition
   1. until mid 19th century
   2. in response to increase repression
   3. in response to up swing on continent
   4. in response to new Black in migration

2. THE PANAFRICAN MOVEMENT
   A. Identity:
      1. The importance of Malcolm X
      2. Radical: Panthers, CAP, ALSC
      3. Reform: Transafrica, Jesse
      4. commodification
      5. communications in age of Mandela
   B. 20th century history
      1. 1900 - 1945 Congress movement
         a. 1900 London
         b. 1919 Paris
         c. 1921 London and Brussels
         d. 1923 London and Lisbon
         e. 1927 New York
         f. 1945 Manchester
      2. 1950's and 60's Campaign for National Independence
         a. Role of Nkrumah
         b. OAU
         c. road forward: diaspora, continent, regional bloc
      3. 6th PANAFRICAN CONGRESS
         a. crisis of neo-colonialism
         b. armed struggle
      4. 1993 call for 7th Panafrican Congress
   C. African Today:
      1. down side:
         a. OAU in the grips of crisis
            world banck IMF
            military governments
         b. total collapse of some governmenets
            general political crisis
         c. economic crisis
         d. social crisis
      2. up side:
         a. the south african revolution
         b. democracy movements
         c. integration into world communications